
The Allies Workshop

It addresses the growing interest in 
survivor engagement within 
anti-tra�cking circles and the need to 
prevent harm and re-traumatization. 
The training is particularly bene�cial 
for individuals seeking to transition 
from treating survivors as bene�ciaries 
to working with survivors as 
colleagues but have experienced 
barriers in accessing the fundamental 
knowledge and basic tools to do so. 
This is a good starting place for people 
who want to supervise survivors as 
consultants and interns.

 

Self-Directed Training

Understanding Allyship 
and Survivor Engagement

Workshop
Allies

The Allies Training, created by Survivor 
Alliance, is aimed at educating allies 
on ethical and equitable engagement 
with survivors as colleagues.

 

This training is tailored to individual 
learning for organizations engaging 
with survivors as colleagues through 
employment or consultancy. It is also 
perfect for organizations involved in 
anti-tra�cking work that have fewer 
than 15 people who are making it a 
priority to work with lived experience 
professionals. 

This particular training is designed to 
accommodate those who would like 
the education but currently have 
limited funding  for the in-depth 
Live- Facilitated version of the Allies 
Training, making it possible to 
advance toward survivor inclusion.

Who is this training for?

Visit us at or website, click on “Allies” 
and submit a request for training form. 
www.survivoralliance.org

To request this training



Self-directed digital training

We have developed a comprehensive 
and interactive self-directed digital 
training designed for organizations 
interested in deepening their 
understanding of survivor 
engagement and inclusion.

This training o�ers a �exible and 
accessible learning experience, 
allowing participants to explore the 
intricacies of survivor engagement at 
their own pace and convenience. 
Through a user-friendly interface, it 
provides a structured curriculum, 
engaging multimedia content, and 
interactive exercises that enable 
learners to acquire essential 
knowledge and skills in this critical area. 

Whether you are looking to enhance 
your personal understanding or seeking 
to promote survivor inclusion within 
your organization, our self-directed 
training o�ers a convenient and 
informative resource to support your 
goals. The course is available for 6 
months after purchase and includes a 
certi�cate of completion.

What does this course o�er?

What is included? 

Survivor Alliance’s Ally Toolkit, 
developed by survivors to 
support allies in hands on 
day-to-day engagement of 
survivor inclusion

Certi�cate of completion

De�nition of survivor 
inclusion

An exploration of the 
importance of survivor 
inclusion in the anti-slavery 
and anti- tra�cking sector.

Tools to understand 
what allyship means in the 
anti-slavery/human tra�cking 
sector.

When we say “Allies” we refer to those who 
do not have lived experience of human 
tra�cking and who function within the 
anti-tra�cking sector and inter-sectional 
work as advocates to survivors of all forms 
of human tra�cking and modern slavery.

If you prefer a fully facilitated version that 
o�ers opportunity for discussion and 
provides greater learning and involvement, 
please visit  our website at: 
www.survivoralliance.org
and, click on “Allies” to learn more about 
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This is an in-depth training that includes 
pre and post tests, tools, the basic of 
trauma literacy, an organizational 
assessment, action steps, a certi�cate of 
completion and a badge to display that will 
show your commitment to survivor 
engagement. 

What do we mean when we 
say Allies?

How much is this training?

Is there another option for 
the Allies Training?

Individual or 
groups up to 20

Groups  21-30

Groups  31 +

$ 75.00 each

$ 60.00 each

$ 50.00 each

Per individual Price
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